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INDEPENDENCE DAY

Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav and Har Ghar Tiranga
celebrated during Independence Day across CII
Offices

Embracing Amrit Kaal, the era of transformation

CII National Council warmly felicitates Shri S. Somanath, Chairman, ISRO (Indian Space

Research Organization) and entire team of ISRO for the successful landing of Chandrayaan 3

Dr Sanjiv Goenka,

Chairman, India@75

Foundation and

Chairman, RP-Sanjiv

Goenka Group

“Now, as we have witnessed the triumphant landing of

Chandrayaan 3 on the lunar surface, we stand at the cusp of

India@100's visionary aspirations. This remarkable

achievement not only marks a giant leap for our space

exploration endeavors but also symbolizes the indomitable spirit

of our nation. Just as the moon's glow illuminates the darkest

nights, Chandrayaan 3's success radiates hope, innovation, and

the power of determination. As we continue our journey toward

India@100, let this historic moment remind us that our



 potential knows no bounds when we unite as one, guided by

science, driven by ambition, and inspired by innovation.

Heartfelt gratitude to ISRO, whose unwavering dedication and

brilliance have made this remarkable feat possible. What a

moment for the entire country! So proud to be Indian and of all

that this country has achieved.” 

 

Rajan Navani,

Chair, CII Council on

India@75 & Vice

Chairman &

Managing Director,

Jetline Group of

Industries

“As Chandrayaan 3 gracefully touches the lunar surface, it marks

not only a historic achievement but a testament to India's

unwavering commitment to technological advancement. This

momentous success resonates deeply with the spirit of

India@100, inspiring us to reach beyond the horizon and grasp

the impossible. Let us celebrate this remarkable feat as a

reminder that our potential is limitless when guided by

innovation, steered by perseverance, and fuelled by the

dedication of organizations like ISRO.” 

 

VOLUNTEERING

Interested in helping Sasakawa-India Leprosy
Foundation conduct a survey? 

Sasakawa Leprosy India Foundation runs several livelihood projects to bring dignity

and autonomy to people with leprosy. The Foundation is looking for volunteers to

conduct a survey that will help them understand and assess the status of a few such

projects in the leprosy colonies in Janjgir, in the Champa district of Chhattisgarh. 

The project will include field visits, interaction with beneficiaries, group discussion

and preparing the final report with recommendations. The whole activity needs to be

completed in three months.

If you would like to volunteer your time and skills for this project please visit:

https://www.nvgindia.org/project/create-human-stories-of-persons-affected-by-

leprosy-250cc458-8360-444b-bcb4-b0e304f261df/

You may register as a volunteer to find several other interesting projects here.
 

 

OUTREACH

Technology@100, your dream for India? Tell us.
We are holding a survey to understand how Indians see Technology shaping the

country by 2047. Do fill up the short questionnaire. Your responses will contribute to

the broader dialogue on what should be the contours of India's future. 

https://silf.in/
https://www.nvgindia.org/project/create-human-stories-of-persons-affected-by-leprosy-250cc458-8360-444b-bcb4-b0e304f261df/
https://www.nvgindia.org/project/create-human-stories-of-persons-affected-by-leprosy-250cc458-8360-444b-bcb4-b0e304f261df/
https://www.nvgindia.org/volunteers/
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=G6tJ59pzSUWgzxq7D_u4F5C9rCx00DVBrXbtAnXJp5lUMVBPWjVSNk5BRENWSkZaRkxGTzJPMzdSNS4u
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